The towns, villages, rural and
coastal areas of South Essex
– from Purfleet to Foulness;
Blackmore to Canvey Island – are
each distinct and special in their
own way. These are the places
that we make our home; where
we build our lives, our careers;
start families and grow our
businesses; spend our retirement:
places to which we are each
personally connected and hugely
proud.
But
these
places
are
interconnected too – we share
the same no-nonsense mentality;
commitment to friends and
family; good humour; and
practical ‘rollup your sleeves’
approach to getting things done.
We may live in Benfleet, but shop
at intu Lakeside; spend weekends
at the beach at Leigh or visit
the Sports Village at Basildon.
A business based in Brentwood
could have workers that travel

in from Dunton or Rayleigh;
and ship products to customers
overseas via the port of Tilbury
or the airport at Southend. Our
daily lives and the day-to-day
operations of our businesses are
intertwined with neighbouring
places. Our futures interwoven
together.
Together we make up a region
of more than 800,000 people,
33,000 businesses, with 350,000
workers powering an economy in
excess of £12bn.
Together our economy matches
that of Oxfordshire’s or the Tees
Valley; just under one-third of
the UK population are within one
hours drive away.
Together we are significant on a
national and international scale;
a gateway to the rest of the
world.

online shopping and the advent
of smart phones have shaped
our daily lives in unimaginable
ways. There is no doubt that
the next 30 years will bring the
same dramatic shifts. By 2050
our homes could be heated
entirely by the force of the sun
and the river; we might work a
four-day week from home; smart
technology could refill our fridges
or refer us to a health specialist
before we anticipate the need
ourselves.

While the future is uncertain,
we can be confident that for
South Essex it will be bright. Our
determination and tenacity will
ensure we weather the fallout of
Covid-19 and play an important
role in the UK’s success in a
post-Brexit era. As part of the
Thames Estuary, South Essex is
one of the most exciting growth
Over the past 30 years areas in the country, with billions
South Essex has changed of pounds of investment set to
immeasurably. High-speed rail, take place in the coming years.
But while individually our towns
and villages, rural and coastal
areas will continue to thrive, there
is much more we can achieve
together. There are challenges
that we cannot individually
address; ambitions that we
cannot realise alone.

Point, Essex, Rochford, Southendon-Sea and Thurrock – have
come together in partnership
to develop a joint ambition for
South Essex 2050. The strength
and focus of the partnership is
tackling problems that can’t be
solved by individual authorities,
creating collective scale and
impact. The vision for South
Essex 2050 aims to maximise
the full potential of prosperity
and quality of life for all its
people and businesses through
the development of distinct and
vibrant towns and communities,
while capitalising on natural
assets of an active coast and
leading
in
addressing
the
challenges of climate change.

While this partnership will provide
place leadership to promote
South Essex; we cannot develop
a vision and plan for the future
of the region in isolation. We will
only be successful if this ambition
is shared. If we work together
–
government,
businesses,
residents and the voluntary
What could South Essex achieve sector – to realise success.
if we work together?
Over the past few years, we
This opportunity has not gone
unnoticed. The seven Local
Authorities in South Essex –
Basildon,
Brentwood,
Castle

have sought to understand your
views about what it’s like to live
in your local area and what you
hope to achieve in the future.

These consultations are vital in
shaping local services, but we
want to start a different kind
of conversation too: about the
long-term future for the South
Essex region in 2050.
Over the next three months
we will be posing a number of
important questions and using a
variety of tools to capture your
thoughts about South Essex.
We want to explore your views on
the South Essex region as a place
to live, to work, to visit or to run a
business – what you feel makes
the region distinct from other
places.
We want to better understand
how Covid-19 and Brexit has and
could continue to change daily
lives and impact business in South
Essex. We want to explore your
thoughts on the external trends
that could drive change, the
shared ambition for South Essex
in 2050, and the biggest priorities
for securing a prosperous and
inclusive future for the region.

Join the conversation – shape
the future of South Essex
We are calling on everyone – from
residents to businesses, visitors
to voluntary sector organisations
– to join the conversation.
We want to hear from all corners
of the region; our towns, villages,
rural and coastal areas. We want
to hear different perspectives:
young and old, from our largest
multi-nationals to the small
businesses and social enterprises
that together are the lifeblood of
our community, the backbone of
our economy.
We encourage you to challenge
our thinking. To tell us what’s
important to you. To share your
hopes for the future of South
Essex. To help us focus our efforts
and direct investment towards
the things that matter most.
Join the conversation today. Visit
www.YourSaySE2050.co.uk

